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No plain language journalism without your support

Critical journalism. Without "attitude". Without indoctrination. Without ideology.

CORONA PROTESTS, REITSCHUSTER.LIVE

Media escalate, police want to de-escalate: Large demonstration in
StuttgartLive coverage from the Swabian metropolis
PUBLISHED APRIL 3, 2021

+++ 18:05 Update from Ekaterina Quehl: LIVE-STREAM CURRENTLY BACK ON THE MAIN CHANNEL +++
+++ 16:30 Update from Ekaterina Quehl: LIVE-STREAM UP TO DATE ON REPLACEMENT CHANNEL HERE +++
You can find my latest livestream from the demo here on my Youtube channel.

The major media are doing all the "framing" they can: The large demonstration of the "Querdenker" movement on Saturday in
Stuttgart was already massively made fun of in advance. Under the catchwords "demonstrations - Stuttgart - conspiracy theories"
and the headline "scenes like in Kassel" reports for example the Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland (RND), to whose owners the SPD
belongs and which supplies over 50 newspapers with articles. This is doubly infamous, firstly because the demonstration in Kassel
remained completely peaceful except for very few scenes on the fringes, and secondly because it is insinuated here that it will not
remain peaceful in Stuttgart. After the demonstration in Kassel two weeks ago, I had the impression in the media that they were
reporting completely different events (see here). That's why I went to Stuttgart to collect impressions for you again live on the spot
and to report.
It is also interesting how many media try to put the anti-Corona protest in a corner in advance. The SWR, for example, for which
critics of Corona measures have to pay fees just like all other citizens, writes: "The movement is observed by the State Office for the
Protection of the Constitution in Baden-Württemberg. The state office assigns several key players to the milieu of 'Reich citizens' and
'self-governors' who deny the existence of the Federal Republic and negate democratic and constitutional structures. The
'Querdenker' movement rejects these accusations."
The RND refers to a "social psychologist and managing director of the Center for Monitoring, Analysis and Strategy (Cemas), which
researches conspiracy ideologies and right-wing extremism," to discredit the demonstrators. This already sets the scent with the
research field. The expert then says, "The scene of opponents of measures and conspiracy ideologists feels upper water. That would
be connected also with pictures like from Kassel." Then RND says that Querdenken founder Michael Ballweg distances himself from
right-wing extremists. But a bus entrepreneur offers journeys to the demo, which has connections to the right-wing extremist milieu.
According to the motto, you can blacken anyone. I wonder if there aren't also newsagents who sell RND newspapers that have
connections to the right? No matter what one thinks of the Corona measures and the protests against them, such dull propaganda
should have no place in a liberal democracy.
After the demonstration in Kassel, politicians and journalists, indirectly also at the Federal Press Conference, demanded that the
police take tougher action against Corona demonstrators. Meanwhile, the head of operations of the Stuttgart police, Carsten Höfler,
makes it clear that he is counting on de-escalation. In a video posted on Facebook, he said he was against clearing the rally as long
as it remained peaceful. Even in a pandemic, there is freedom of assembly and thus the right to rally, Höfler said, "Of course we
understand every citizen who asks why the police let demonstrations with 10,000 or 20,000 participants go. But for us as police, the
legal yardstick is peacefulness."
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The Kassel cauldron - what it was really like at the demo
The Bild-Zeitung reported about a "riot mob" in Kassel, the framing in the media was "violence at Corona demos". See here my video report and
make yourself a picture.

Corona Protests Kassel: Parallel Realities in the Media
Today I followed the Corona protests in Kassel for seven and a half hours. When I then read in the evening how the major media reported on it, I
felt as if I had been in another city.

Doctor settles score with Corona policy: 'Manipulative numbers'
"It's not about health, otherwise you would act differently" - a medical doctor raises serious accusations against the government in an interview at
the Kassel demonstration: "What we are told is so weird that I say to myself, don't think I'm stupid, because I'm not stupid."
This entry was posted in Corona protests, reitschuster.live and tagged Corona protests, Democracy, Recommended.
"Acceptance dwindled": police union criticizes curfews
Youtube blocks me because of livestream from Stuttgart demo
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F.D.
1 day ago

Take care of yourself, Mr. Reitschuster. The antifa and straw men of the V S have certainly been brought in again.
375
-4
Answers
Gernot Artus
Reply to F.D.
1 day ago

If necessary, we collect for security escort!
181
-5
Answers

Zack
Reply to Gernot Artus
1 day ago

I think we could put them like that, too. I am now in my mid-50s, but still relatively well preserved, with several years of martial arts experience and a still
quite robust appearance. i'm sure we also have one or two others here who have similar or better to offer!
Last edited 1 day ago by Zack
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Answers

Marc
Reply to Zack
1 day ago

I suggested this months ago after the first attack on H. Reitschster. In the same way, the organizers of the demonstration should provide protection.
After all, many women, old people and children are demonstrating. It has been proven that the violence comes from left-wing extremist counterdemonstrators, even by the BKA.
169
-5
Answers

UnQuiet
Reply to Marc
16 hours ago

For information: The demo organizer "Querdenker711" had de-escalation teams in Stuttgart. I personally ran with 2 teams as the tail light. There were
no problems, even the police leadership spoke about a, calm process!
15
0
Answers

Montem
Reply to Zack
1 day ago

Zack; I think we could put them that way too.
Great offer from you. A longtime buddy of mine, ex-mercenary, is already in Stuttgart. Surely he will keep his eyes open.
123
-1
Answers

Zack
Reply to Montem
1 day ago

Thank you, and good to know about your buddy! But I take my offer for granted, as long as I can still crawl. After all, this is about nothing less than the
freedom of the press, and the freedom of our country as a whole!
104
-1
Answers

Werner.k
Reply to Zack
16 hours ago

Mark, Montem and Zack, you are lonely top with the willingness to physically stand by Reitschuster. I'm a little too old for that. But offer financial help
anytime!!!
11
0
Answers

Frank Mayerl
Reply to Gernot Artus
23 hours ago

Is the Merkel Gestapo also there? So I mean, is the Verfassungsschutz and the Staatsschutz also there?
48
0
Answers

Zack
Reply to F.D.
1 day ago

Exactly. Otherwise they'll do their "Gleiwitz transmitter" act again!
76
-2
Answers

Tobi
Reply to F.D.
1 day ago

The participants have known this for a long time and are sensitized. Everything that looks like decomposition by Antifa or other people is filmed. The
cards are very bad for these people when their own faces later appear in the (a)social networks and their true identities are revealed.
126
0
Answers

Zack
Reply to Tobi
1 day ago

Actually, you can see the "others" quite well: everything that is hooded and no police are activists. Corona critics, with children and with old people, do
not mask. Except maybe with the stupid mask that the politicians have imposed on us.
76
0
Answers

Dr. MRH
Reply to F.D.
1 day ago

I'm only in Bad Cannstatt, but I'll be happy to keep a benevolent eye on Mr. Reitschuster!
The red nose could expose me.
At least if I were the only one with the idea.
See you hopefully later, Mr. Reitschuster.

72
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Zack
Reply to Dr. MRH
1 day ago

A commendable commitment! Very good.
44
0
Answers

Marion
Reply to F.D.
1 day ago

as usual, Mr. Reitschuster, already thank you for your commitment!!!
70
0
Answers

Marion
Reply to Marion
23 hours ago

I do have one criticism, you give Antifa too big a platform in your stream, it's enough to show them, and also an interview, which no one is willing to do,
but that you give them so many minutes of airtime, and broadcast their speeches, I find a bit too much of a good thing.
22
0
Answers

Guest from over there
Reply to F.D.
1 day ago

After there have already been attacks and assaults on Ken Jebsen, this is not an unlikely possibility. These people sense a hunting wind, the clearer
politics makes it that it will not punish attacks from this direction.
41
0
Answers

Gunter Dringenberg
1 day ago

Germany is under the spell of despicable eco-green-left journalists, bought by unbelievable party politicians of the same direction.
Let's be glad that we still have Reitschuster, Tichy, PI News, Jouwatch and other real journalists in Germany who report how it really
is.
237
-4
Answers
Max Media
Reply to Gunter Dringenberg
1 day ago

Please do not forget Achgut in the list.
Together with Mr. Reitschuster and Tichys Einblick, it has become the spearhead of
still functioning journalism.
171
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Answers

Ilanit
Reply to Max Media
1 day ago

clubderklarenworte.de anduncutnews
.ch not forgotten.
Last edited 1 day ago by Ilanit
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AD.
Reply to Ilanit
1 day ago

https://philosophia-perennis.com/
20
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Zack
Reply to Max Media
1 day ago

Parts of Italian factions are already forging an alliance with Hungary and Poland to counteract the growing leftist spin. That also sounded promising...
these countries are also no longer willing to put up with everything. But as I said, not the official Italian government.
48
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Answers

D. Heßling
Reply to Zack
22 hours ago

Poland and Hungary are already introducing the digital vaccination passport, as are the much-praised Sweden and Denmark. Obviously, there is not
much difference between the regimes, be they "left" or "right", when it comes to undermining democracy and fundamental rights.
31
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Answers

fragolin
Reply to D. Heßling
16 hours ago

That's exactly how it is. No matter whether "right" or "left", that is only opium for the voters, at the end it is geal, who governs, because it is each time
puppets of larger interests. Behind our politicians are powers that you should not mess with if you don't want to have a fatal accident in a curve
tomorrow or find out shortly before impact that your parachute is stuck...
4
-1
Answers

Gert Friederichs
Reply to Zack
16 hours ago

I now live in Spain. And there, thanks to massive corruption that has been exposed, the conservative PP has managed to install the Socialists with
Sanchez in a saddle. From there, no more conservative herbs come up, only green and red crap!
4
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Gert Friederichs
Reply to Max Media
16 hours ago

And don't forget Mr. Olaf Sundermeyer, Mr. von Hirschhausen and the eternal admonisher Schellnhuber! And always remember, in 10, 11 years
everything will be over anyway thanks to CO2!
2
0
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Annette Manke
1 day ago

Thank you so much for reporting again and bringing the truth to the public. Take good care of yourself!

233
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Answers
Tobi
Reply to Annette Manke
1 day ago

Just seen in some live streams: At the Querdenken demo, all the policemen and women have their helmets off and only loosely on their belts. At the
counter-demos of Antifa they all have their helmets on. For me, the best sign that the police could set in Stuttgart.
189
0
Answers

Cornelia Winter
Reply to Tobi
1 day ago

Wow, that's a clear sign from the police.
75
-1
Answers

Zack
Reply to Tobi
1 day ago

Sounds good! Also policemen should be allowed to have an own opinion! And not be ostracized because of it, like the nice policewoman with the heart
sign! And for sure you also notice the injustice and scaremongering of politics. I do not believe that the police can be abused for everything.
Last edited 1 day ago by Zack

82
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John
Reply to Tobi
23 hours ago

Sorry, but that is not necessarily a sign, just self-protection. They also know who the real danger comes from. A policeman himself confirmed this to me
a week ago at the demonstration in Trier.
47
-2
Answers

fragolin
Reply to John
16 hours ago

Exactly, that's why during the inevitable "clashes at the edge of the demonstration" they always stand with their backs to the alleged "rightists" and
head-on against the self-declared "leftists": The officials know exactly from which side they are actively attacked. The left-wing radicals have been
screeching indignantly for years that the evil "cop pigs" are confronting them in full body armor, but are chatting comfortably with people like the
"identitarians". However, the officers are not attacked by them.
Leftists cannot understand that they are not loved by the people who hate them, attack them, shout them down and throw stones at them.
18
0
Answers

F. Michael
Reply to Tobi
13 hours ago

@Tobi Therefore today thanks to the police!!!
Today report the BR that Mr. Sauter in a mail to Söder asks that rapid tests are approved and Mr. Söder should make himself strong for it. Mr. SAUter
kasiert from the manufacturer for it 300,000 euros.
Last edited 13 hours ago by F. Michael

3
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Answers

Olaf
Reply to Annette Manke
21 hours ago

Hello,
Thank you very much for the on-site reporting. Will support you financially for this.
21
0
Answers

Susalie
Reply to Annette Manke
17 hours ago

What public???? Realize that we are here
in our enlightened, critical bubble!
5
0
Answers

bhe
1 day ago

I fear escalation under false flags. Mr. Reitschuster, I urge you, please take care of yourself. In the meantime, thank you and
respect for your performance!

144
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Answers
Zack
Reply to bhe
1 day ago

"False flags" would be exactly the means of my choice if I were in politics now. Quasi on the dark side of the power.
then a pretty, nicely big
escalation, thus demonstrators, who hit on lying on the ground policemen, bottles and stones against police barricades, perhaps a Molotov cocktail, in
order to add to the thing a little more spice and a little "increase in violence" ( Violence readiness of mad Korona deniers increases! ") best against a
patrol car, and already the policy has the desired result! There it will interest then also later again nobody that despite this large meeting no thousands of
dead are to be deplored. At least not because of Corona, on and with!
Last edited 1 day ago by Zack
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Answers

bhe
Reply to Zack
1 day ago

Coronavirus-Liveticker: +++ 12:23 Hardly masks and distance at "Querdenker" demo in Stuttgart +++ - n-tv.de (n-tv.de).
11
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Answers

bhe
Reply to bhe
1 day ago

9
0
Answers

bhe
Reply to bhe
1 day ago

Mr. Reitschuster is now there Yay

big demo in Stuttgart - Live - YouTube
17

0
Answers

Zack
Reply to bhe
1 day ago

good luck!
14
0
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Zack
Reply to bhe
1 day ago

Again and again this nonsense! As if distance and masks would be really effective! We would be all already months under the earth, would have the
"plague" a lethality of 30 to 50%. And then there would be no demonstrations, because we would all realize that would have to be acted!
48
-1
Answers

Silvia
Reply to Zack
1 day ago

I always say: There were no "plague deniers" in the Middle Ages.
31
-1
Answers

Zaphod
Reply to Silvia
1 day ago

Sorry, I have to disagree (just read a book on the plague. It was often the city governments that denied plague and got expertise from well-paid
doctors...
9
0
Answers

Zack
Reply to Zaphod
23 hours ago

I have also read several reports and books about the plague of 1347. I cannot understand it in this way. In my opinion, rulers and population alike were
in panic. Those who could afford it fled to remote areas. The rest sought comfort in prayer, and sometimes it degenerated into grotesque sects and
scenes, such as the Geissler movement.

10
0
Answers

Arne foreigner
Reply to Zack
22 hours ago

An unsuspicious example is Boccacio's "Decamerone". There, the frame story quite naturally assumes that - whoever could - waited out the catastrophe
at a safe distance on his country estate. But there, in exile, everything was quite normally sociable.
That is, at that time it was taken seriously, but among educated people panic did not immediately break out.
In the Middle Ages, people were obviously much more rational than they are now. Nice progress!
13
0
Answers

Tjalfi
Reply to Arne Ausländer
22 hours ago

That's right. Above all, people were almost on a first-name basis with death; they did not give in to the modern illusion that it was not there if they
suppressed it.
Nevertheless, the plague epidemic in the middle of the 14th century caused disturbance and panic in many people. It was not only the fear of death, but
the disturbing thing was seen above all in the breakup of a world that had until then been divinely ordered and the dissolution of social order that the
plague brought with it.
11
0
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Ruud Jarstein
Reply to bhe
1 day ago

LOL- Why should one put on a mask if one demonstrates against masks? One could also force the participants of various "We are colorful" - demos to
carry a German flag for a change. There these state-subsidized Germany - Verrecke - Krakeeler would be certainly also very enthusiastic...
33
-1
Answers

Liz
Reply to bhe
18 hours ago

The drivel about "no forced masquerade and distance" (Unword of the Year 2020) was already nicely framing its way through the press beforehand.
6
0

Answers

OttoH
Reply to Zack
22 hours ago

Still gives them ideas...
4
0
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Gert Friederichs
Reply to Zack
16 hours ago

In this respect, the video with Ballweg and RA Ludwig reassured me quite a bit. They know this danger and are constantly taking precautions against it.
But, as I see it, if the pressure in the cauldron rises to the point where the lid goes off, the peaceful variant will degenerate. How will the police position
themselves then?
4
0
Answers

Pauline
1 day ago

Long live the protest in the sense of democracy !
It is worthwhile to stand up for it.
Deprivation of liberty, occupational bans, curfews, etc.,
you know only from rogue states, right?
91
0
Answers
Zack
Reply to Pauline
1 day ago

At the risk of sounding pessimistic, I can well imagine what the coverage will be like on the news at 8 o'clock tonight.
37
0
Answers

Pauline
Reply to Zack
1 day ago

@ZackThat is
up to you, whether you watch/listen to mainstream media or even Walter's speech.
Objective will be again div. freedom channels at You…… . and the truth press at Boris Reitschuster, Tichys Einblick u.v.a. honest media.
26
0
Answers

Zack
Reply to Pauline
1 day ago

Unfortunately, I also have to take a look at the other side every now and then; that's part of forming an open opinion. Whereby I have to admit that I
really have to turn off or switch over certain figures on TV when I hear them talk. Nonetheless, I want to keep track of the "center", and even the
"others", like Correktiv and the disgusting "people snitches" . And the latter really do read just as relaxed as Julius Streicher's Herzblatt!
Last edited 1 day ago by Zack

18
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Pauline
Reply to Zack
1 day ago

@ZackIt is
not called without reason, look in at several media and then form your own opinion.
So I do it also, only certain media I leave out.
I also recommend foreign media that are not yet mainstream media, such as from Austria, Switzerland.
Very good TV programs are at Servus TV Germany, Hanger 7, which make a great program once a week, far away from the mainstream.
Furthermore, I can recommend oe24 TV, the program Live at Fellner.
Wish you and other democrats happy and sunny Easter holidays.
19
0
Answers

indiansummer
Reply to Pauline
21 hours ago

youtube is already not broadcasting Boris...coincidence?
9
0
Answers

karlo
Reply to indiansummer

21 hours ago

No definitely not
8
0
Answers

Jürgen R.
Reply to Zack
20 hours ago

Rather realistic than pessimistic. We know enough about the ör media by now.
3
0
Answers

Joerg Haerter
1 day ago

Thank you, Mr. Reitschuster!
85
-2
Answers
Jürgen Schwerdt
1 day ago

If things go as they did in Kassel, the police have little to worry about and need only "channel" the flood of people. It is just as difficult
to stop as high water.
In Kassel, the police had accepted this pleasingly quickly and practically only regulated the traffic.
I hope that the people of Stuttgart have informed themselves directly with their colleagues and not only paid attention to the
completely vedreht representations in most of the media.
83
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Answers
Klaus
Reply to Jürgen Schwerdt
1 day ago

The police are often wiser (more objective) than politicians or even the ideologized journaille.
23
-2
Answers

Jürgen Schwerdt
Reply to Klaus
23 hours ago

I can confirm this.
I worked as a police press officer for 13 years - a long time ago.
16
-2
Answers

Daniel
Reply to Jürgen Schwerdt
20 hours ago

Backers unclearUnknown
advertisers with robot calls for "Querdenker" demo
By Lars Wienand03
.04.2021, 14:24 Uhr
Unwanted calls: In the Stuttgart area, automated calls were made to landlines with recorded announcements urging people to take part in a
demonstration by "lateral thinkers" (symbol photo). (Source: Ute Grabowsky/imago images)
To mobilize for a "Querdenker" rally in Stuttgart, supporters are apparently leaving no stone unturned: In the Stuttgart area, thousands of people are
receiving automated calls urging them to attend.
The "lateral thinking" scene has apparently found a new way to harass the rest of the population: In the Stuttgart area code, thousands of people
apparently received unwanted calls on Good Friday. With an automated tape announcement was requested to participate in a rally of "Querdenken711"
on Saturday. The city of Stuttgart had declared on Friday that it had no power to ban the demonstration. The Stuttgart Intiative itself declared on request
to have nothing to do with the robot calls, but does not condemn them.*
On Friday, dozens of entries were added to Internet sites where people can be warned about numbers and unwanted calls. Most of them concern the
alleged Berlin number 030/77331133, although some people also report receiving calls with the Dresden area code 0351.
In many cases, people react angrily. On Twitter, one user wrote: "Whoever has to work with such methods is obviously very afraid of not being able to
inspire enough rioters for the demo."
Tips have also been sent to the Stuttgart police, but they have no means of action. The Federal Network Agency is responsible for reporting unwanted
calls. "The Federal Network Agency prosecutes unauthorized advertising calls and takes action against the originators," it says on its website. "In the
event of proof of an offense, fines of up to 300,000 euros can be imposed." There are also various responses from called parties who report that they
have already filled out the complaint form.
The calls, which disregard applicable law, call for participation in order to protect "democracy". "Querdenken" itself has been under observation by the
Office for the Protection of the Constitution since the end of 2020. The authority in Baden-Württemberg was the first to take up the observation.
President Beate Bube commented: "From our point of view, there are sufficient indications that enemies of democracy are at work here." "Querdenken"
founder Michael Ballweg had rejected this: Only "general, completely insubstantial rumors and accusations" had been made.

"Querdenken711" answered an inquiry from t-online four and a half hours after the inquiry and after the first version of this text appeared. "The
Querdenken initiative has nothing to do with the calls." The question whether "Querdenken711" sees harassment in the calls was not answered. The
second sentence in the statement, however, does not look like a distancing from the action: "We welcome all people who stand for democracy and the
rule of law."
In a further with "Richtigstellung" headed statement on Saturday "Querdenken711" explained, it is not at all possible for the initiative to dissociate itself
or to welcome this. One has "no theoretical as well as practical knowledge", therefore "no justiciable statements (e.g. after § 238 StGB Nachstellung or
§118 OWiG harassment) can deliver "**.
It is also possible that supporters or sympathizers initiated the calls - without a specific order. "Querdenken" sympathizers even speculated that
opponents could be behind the calls in order to discredit the "Querdenken" scene.
*The text has been updated with the opinion of "Querdenken711".
** This paragraph was supplemented after a second statement by Querdenken711, which is titled "Richtigstellung". The time sequence was also
supplemented, that "Querdenken711" had little time for the first statement on the urgent request.
3
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Answers

Frank
Reply to Jürgen Schwerdt
19 hours ago

I am just on my way home from the demo in Stuttgart.
I walked along from the main station to the Cannstatter Wasen.
This time, the police were peaceful throughout, with riot police standing along the route, but with their helmets off and mostly relaxed. The police were
peaceful throughout this time, although the riot police were present, but with their helmets off and mostly relaxed.
From my point of view, the behavior of the police is not objectionable. They would have found a pretext to break up the demonstration if they had
wanted to. But that did not happen.
The police made no attempts to sabotage the demo this time. The head of operations really seems to have done a decent and democratic job.
At the Wasen, some disruptors showed up (according to the speaker, the usual crazies from Antifa). The police effectively kept them away.
In between, among others, a camera team from ARD was running around. So they know very well that everything was quite normal and that there was
nothing of what they usually try to tell the uninformed viewer. Let's see what will come out of it...
20
0
Answers

Daniel
Reply to Frank
19 hours ago

Must still be released !

The filter sucks !
Last edited 19 hours ago by Daniel
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Answers

Daniel
Reply to Frank
19 hours ago

And the ARD press, still protected by Mr. Haintz from verbally rabble-rousing demonstrators, uses exactly that again to deliver false pictures.
One should not call them a lying press, because they are not, but their bosses, whereby it was even still a live broadcast ....
The older gentleman, who had spoken to Mr. Haintz in great detail, is exactly right, Mr. Haintz does not recognize who the evil is.
https://twitter.com/kattascha/status/1378377942380781568
https://www.tag24.de/thema/coronavirus/querdenken-demo-stuttgart-steine-fliegen-ard-bricht-live-schalte-ab-coronavirus-covid-19-twitter-1907510
Last edited 19 hours ago by Daniel
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Dagmar E.A.
Reply to Frank
17 hours ago

Thank you, Frank, for your report on the ground. The situation described gives me a (Stuttgart) piece of back the trust in the police as I know them:
people who abide by the oath they have sworn to the constitution.
I would never have thought it possible for me to express my heartfelt thanks for this, as I had taken such behavior for granted in a constitutional state.
How wrong you can be.
5
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Answers

fragolin
Reply to Frank
16 hours ago

Just a guess, but after the (media thunderously silent) verdict of the Vienna Administrative Court about the illegality of the ban of assemblies up to the
illegality of the whole pandemic policy, also Stuttgart didn't dare to ban the demo anymore and the police also knows exactly that they don't do
themselves any favors if they brutally implement illegal orders. As it seems, the system is crumbling under the pressure between demonstrations and
court rulings....
5
0
Answers

Hans-Hasso Stamer
1 day ago

I am sure that from somewhere groups dressed in black will appear again, insulting the police and shouting at them. And the police
will defend themselves. Then the ZDF will be ready and in the evening we will hear on the news: "violent demo, massively infiltrated
by right-wing extremists and Reichsbürger"....
The principle has worked several times, why not today. And the people, the big lout, is once again vera.... I could puke, but it won't
help. Power has the property that where it exists, everything recedes. The right and the truth first. I detest our lying media in the
strongest way.
73
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Max Media
Reply to Hans-Hasso Stamer
1 day ago

On these pictures with then "coincidentally" just a ARD or ZDF camera team with the
right telephoto lens is ready I'm waiting.
And on the "Gensing census" of today's numbers can also be curious,
there is certainly "accidentally" once again missing a zero in the number of participants:-)
49
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Arne foreigner
Reply to Max Media
22 hours ago

A zero away, that would be only a 0-error with the counting. Who will be so petty!
4
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Zack
Reply to Hans-Hasso Stamer
1 day ago

If we would work with the same dirty means, we would fake an interview, with a so-called "Antifa dropout", who confesses on camera to have been
bought by the authorities or politics to escalate!
25
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Torsten H.
Reply to Hans-Hasso Stamer
1 day ago

According to Art. 116 GG, we are all citizens of the Reich.
7
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Answers

Cabbage head
Reply to Torsten H.
23 hours ago

Aha und woi steht da was von Reichsbürgern?da steht was von Staatsangehörigen und das deutsche Volkszugehörige auch Deutsche sind wenn sie...
In former times one said Reichsdeutsche if one meant German nationals, those outside one called Volksdeutsche.
1
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Arne foreigner
Reply to cabbage head
22 hours ago

In Austria they called us (Germans from Germany, whether GDR or FRG - it doesn't matter) "those from the Old Kingdom". This was still the normal
linguistic usage of the Transylvanian Saxons in the 1980s.
2
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fragolin
Reply to Arne Ausländer
16 hours ago

In the meantime only "Piefkes"...
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Thomas Blencke
1 day ago

RND ?? Isn't that called ReichsNachrichtenDienst ??
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Sebastian
Reply to Thomas Blencke
1 day ago

No, the abbreviation stands for:
•

Randoph Air Force Base,

•

Rassemblement national démocratique, eine algerische Partei,

•

Red Nose Day, a fundraising campaign launched by the ProSieben television station in 2003

•

Remaining useful life, a technical term from German building law

•

RND@Home, a distributed computing project to optimize wireless networks.

•

Royal Naval Division, a British military unit in the First World War

•

RND Electronics.

//Source: Wikipedia.
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Gernot Artus
Reply to Sebastian
1 day ago

Someone once claimed that "RedaktionsNetzwerkDeutschland" (RND) is a merger of German newspaper editorial offices, but I don't believe it. It is
more likely to be a merger of the German lying press, because business is no longer as good as it used to be. Direct competition, by the way, is the
Funke Lügengruppe and both constructs are fed by the "German" Lügenpresse agency - meal.
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Zack
Reply to Gernot Artus
1 day ago

You just need to read through some of the articles there....
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Liz
Reply to Sebastian
18 hours ago

Remaining useful life fits best in this context.
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Franky
Reply to Thomas Blencke
1 day ago

" RND " : SMELLS LIKE DENUNCIATOR !!!
Last edited 1 day ago by Franky
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Arne foreigner
Reply to Thomas Blencke
22 hours ago

The BND is well known.
RND, which is known to be controlled by the SPD, should therefore be called "Rötlicher NachrichtenDienst". The SPD is rich, but it doesn't like to talk
about it.
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indiansummer
1 day ago

Super effort. THANKS
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